Koziol wins Best Warrior event
Koziol counts his family, N.G. sponsor Sgt. Kurt Ruh, team
leader as biggest supporters during competitions

is not something that happens very
often.”
Koziol dreamed of joining
the military to follow in the footsteps
of family members.
“I’ve always been very patriotic.
I love my country. I’ve had a lot of
family members who were in the
military,” he said. “I just wanted to
take my turn and serve my country.”
Growing up, Koziol spent time
at Fort Knox in Kentucky visiting an
uncle who served in the military.
“As a young kid that inspired
me,” he said.
After graduating from high
school in 2013, Koziol attended
infantry school and airborne school

Photo Courtesy U.S. Army
Army Sgt. Calvin Koziol, an Infantryman with Charlie Company, 1-134th Cavalry
Squadron, Nebraska Army National Guard, negotiates through the obstacle course in the
2016 Army National Guard Best Warrior Competition at Camp Edwards on Joint Base
Cape Cod.
SARA GIBONEY
UNK Communications

The Army National Guard Best
Warrior Competition stresses competitors
physically and mentally.
A grueling three-day test of military
skills, its lineup of events includes a 14mile road march carrying a 50-pound ruck
sack, 5-mile run, battle drills, weapons
test, land navigation, interviews, first aid
casualty care, essay writing and more.
Calvin Koziol mastered them all,
winning the competition in June to
become the National Guard Soldier of
the Year. Koziol, 21, of Albion, is the first
Nebraska National Guard soldier to win
the competition, hosted in Massachusetts.
“The most challenging part of the
competition was the mental tasks, like the
board questions. You never know what
they’re going to ask you, so you have to
be on top of your game,” said Koziol, a
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junior exercise major at the University of
Nebraska at Kearney. “It’s rapid fire. You’ve
got to be mentally prepared for that.”
Koziol competed against six others
in the national competition. The physical
events came naturally to Koziol. A former
high school cross country runner and
baseball player, he has continued to make
physical fitness a priority.
“It’s a pretty surreal feeling.
It’s a humbling feeling to know
that you’re called the best
in the nation,” he said.
“I received a lot of
support throughout
the whole process.
To
bring
something
like that back
home to a
little town
like Albion,
Nebraska,

before starting classes at UNK in the
spring of 2014. Koziol is an infantryman
and parachutist with Charlie Company,
1-134 Long Range Surveillance in Beatrice.
He earned his sergeant’s stripes earlier this
spring and has 10 parachute jumps to his
credit.
“Initially, I thought about doing active
duty. But I wanted to go to school, so I
chose the guard,” he said. “I just knew I
wanted to train as hard as I could and be
the best soldier I could be.”
Koziol competed in the National
Guard’s Best Warrior competition at the
state level at the Greenlief Training Site in
Hastings in April, regional level at Nickell
Barracks Training Site in Salina, Kan., in
May and national level at Camp Edwards
Military Base in Buzzards Bay, Mass., in
June.
Koziol counts his family, National
Guard sponsor Sgt. Kurt Ruh and team
leader as his biggest supporters during the
competitions.
After he graduates from UNK, Koziol
wants to be a physical therapist.
“I like being able to serve the country
and have a civilian tie as well,” Kozial
said. “There’s pretty good camaraderie
in your unit and you train for inevitable,
but you also have your civilian career.
You can go to school and you have your
family life.”
Photo Courtesy U.S. Army
Koziol was named the 2016 Army
National Guard Soldier of the Year at the
end of the competition, which tested
competitors on a variety of tactical
and technical skills over a
physically and mentally
demanding three
days.
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WINNERS DIVE IN FOR SKYDIVING PRIZE

Photo by Todd Rundstrom
ABOVE: Eating cupcakes surrounded by the cheering crowd at Destination Downtown Aug. 25, Brady Przymus, a Columbus
freshman from Randall Hall and Cody Mueller, a Mitchell freshman from Mantor Hall, wait for the winning results, and display their
prize: two skydiving tickets. On the putting green in front of Shopping Tripps, students played for gift baskets. International student
freshmen from South Korea Yongjun Kang from CTE (gray sweater and dark gray pants) and Han Bit Kim, (UNK sweatshirt and
shorts) joined the community celebration.
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Beyonce walks away from
awards with 8 VMA's

Gene Wilder passes
away at age 83

Ryan Lochte confirmed
as DWTS season 23
contestant

Italy in aftermath of 6.2
earthquake that struck
Wednesday

King penguin is
knighted by King of
Norway

LBGT homeless shelter
to open early 2017
thanks to estate fund
from Bea Arthur
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Shining some light on new tanning
Nursing student sees
danger of fake bake while
other indoor tanners
oppose more goverment
regulation

LOVE THE

JIMMY
ACROSS

1 Pretty girl gets some food (4)

6 Language of old city belonging to the French
(4)

3 Fat little Edward is biased (12)

9 They'll get wrongly blamed for heading off
escape by animals (10)
10 There's potato in Mum's pudding (4)
12 Style of cooking providing contrasts (5-3-4)
15 Country-loving Irishman in charge of containing disturbance (9)
17 Giving note to terrorists makes one angry
(5)
18 One who latches on to another is a sucker
(5)
19 Sailor's intent perhaps is to be selfrestrained (9)
20 A comment sure upset in due proportion
(12)
24 Man told to get on his knees? (4)
25 Boundary rope may produce such a decision
(10)

KATTIE SADD
The Antelope Staff

DOWN

1 Came across a record concerning journalist
(10)

2 Animal found in sea location (4)
4 The First Lady touring Oklahoma will awaken
memories (5)
5 The thresholds of delights (9)
7 Heartless robbers go off with a pet. The
villains! (10)
8 Below, below, below (10)
11 Managed to get clergyman in dead awkward situation (12)
13 They are seeking work after demolition of
aspic plant (10)
14 Steam railway takes on head of Railtrack to
improve efficiency (10)

SERIOUS DELIVERY!

16 To perform in a different key, one's parts
must be arranged (9)
21 Went on horseback round cowboy show (5)
22 Junk mail from the capital (4)
23 Nothing but a lake (4)

26 E.g. dogs returning from walk (4)

TM

TO FIND THE LOCATION NEAREST
YOU VISIT JIMMYJOHNS.COM

disagree with a law like this, because I see
tanning comparatively to commercials that
support smoking. Encouraging people to
tan is equivalent to encouraging people to
smoke cigarettes.”

“

It was a reality
check for me
because I realized
that I was tanning
for the wrong
reasons and a
temporary boost
in self-esteem
was not worth the
consequences.”
/ Emily Fink

Proponents say indoor tanning is safer than tanning outdoors.
Dermatoligists say NO to excessive tanning.
CDC study concluded on average indoor tanners go about every
other week.
The total U.S. market for tanning exceeds $9 billion per year,
and does not include the $3 billion tanning products market.
Tanners say constant legislative hammering is decreasing
indoor tanning.

Though many recognize the negative
effects of indoor tanning, some research
shows there are also benefits from "fake
baking." According to healthguidance.org,
indoor tanning can be beneficial to the
body.
From helping
Video online @
with acne and
scarring
to
unkantelope com
increasing intake
of Vitamin D,
which is said
to actually help prevent certain cancers,
Health Guidance says there are several
positives that come with indoor tanning.
Senior, sports management major,
Emily Carlson says she disagrees with
the federal government trying to regulate
indoor tanning.
“I tan regularly, but I do not get
regular skin checks to make sure I don’t
have any irregular moles or spots that are
concerning. I don’t think the government
should be able to set more regulations
on indoor tanning. It is up to the person

This Day in History

.

tanning to make sure they get regular
check ups on their skin.”
There are several pros and cons that
come from indoor tanning, and no matter
what the federal governement chooses to
do, people will always
hold their own opinons
on this issue.
Tanning laws vary
by state, but at least 42
states and D.C. currently
regulate tanning in some
way.
Thirteen states and one territory
(California, Delaware, District of
Columbia, Hawaii, Illinois, Louisiana,
Minnesota, Nevada, New Hampshire,
North Carolina, Oregon, Texas, Vermont
and Washington) ban the use of ultraviolet
tanning devices by anyone under 18.
To learn more opinions on this topic,
go to unkantelope.com, and click on
the link to wach Kattie Sadd, interview
students on campus about these new
tanning regulations.

Infographic by Rachael Fangmeier

An earthquake near Charleston, South Carolina, on this day in 1886 leaves more than 100 people
dead and hundreds of buildings destroyed. This was the largest recorded earthquake in the history of
the southeastern United States. The total damage was in excess of $5.5 million (about $112 million
in today’s money). Still, a quake of this magnitude remains highly unlikely in this location. For more
information, please visit History Channel's website.
http://www.history.com/this-day-in-history/earthquake-shakes-charleston-south-carolina
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At the end of 2015, the FDA was
contemplating new rules that would
regulate indoor tanning for adults 18 years
and older.
If these rules are transformed to bills
and then passed as laws, it could mean the
FDA would regulate how often one was
able to use an indoor tanning bed.
Does this mean anything for Kearney,
Nebraska residents? Manager of popular
tanning facility Sun Tan City says there are
many risks from indoor tanning devices.
Using sunlamp products such as
indoor tanning beds or booths exposes you
to ultraviolet (UV) radiation and increases
your risk of eye injury, skin damage, and
skin cancer—including melanoma, the
deadliest type of skin cancer, according to
FDA.gov.
Junior Emily Fink, a nursing major,
has strong emotions when this topic comes
up. “I have no room to judge anyone
else for tanning because I used to do it
myself. However, I learned my lesson my
senior year, when I had to get several precancerous moles removed.”
Fink continues, “Although I don’t have
a strong standing on this topic, I wouldn’t

★ JIMMYJOHNS.COM ★

27 Not quite one's best friend on the ship (6,4)
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More than 28 million Americans estimated to use tanning beds.
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Political autopsy: Dissecting the Libertarian

“

money or the man again. Not surprising
considering “Atlas Shrugged” said, “There
is one word that is forbidden in this valley:
the word 'give.’”
The second example I use to debunk
this political mindset is a time of American
history called The Gilded Age of 1870unified party that brings the individuals 1900. While it may sound like a great era,
together, though many notable speakers the term is used ironically by historians
of the supposed libertarian movement much like the term gilded cage. There were
are associated with the Republican Party dozens of serious problems with human
for a greater access to mainstream voters. rights, worker rights, and corruption.
Otherwise they run on an independent Accountability was masked with a thin
ticket for the purpose of promoting golden coat portrayed by the industrialist
themselves rather than their cause. Few tycoons. It was a great time for the rich:
besides the Paul family of con artists are unions were violently suppressed, no
members of the American
regulations
on
Libertarian Party.
quality or worker
The biggest tumor on safety
They may not have
and
the numbers a unified
the Libertarian party is monopolies were
party gives them access
If you
that it is a magnet for unchecked.
to, but these individuals
were a member
whack-jobs and scum.” of the working
claim that their way of
governance is not only the
class, good luck
best, but that the Founding
surviving
work
Fathers ordained it by falsifying quotes. without losing some part of your body
Let’s take a look at that idea: If there was no because of harsh demands and conditions
government, everybody would treat each for your miniscule paycheck. With almost
other well and unity between the people no government regulations, everyone here
would be certain.
was treated properly and with respect,
What shocks me is that people actually right?
believe this to be true.
The biggest tumor on the Libertarian
I could draw upon many examples party is that it is a magnet for whackto prove this, but I think two would be jobs and scum. For example, you have
best. The first is “John Galt Tax Evasion the South Park Republicans who are just
Settlements.” John Galt, a character in jerks for the sake of being jerks rather than
Rand’s book “Atlas Shrugged” destroys talking like mature adults. Much like the
society so he doesn’t have to pay taxes, and TV show it is named after, they just want
the term ‘Going Galt’ can best be summed to shake things up and run away without
up as moving to an isolated settlement to taking responsibility. You also have the
get away from the government.
Ron Paul followers who worship him and
These settlements are supposed to every word he says at face value without
be a libertarian utopia where people can much thought of what was actually said.
escape the big bad government (usually This usually relates to something about the
somewhere in South America if not the gold standard believers don’t understand:
Rocky Mountains). There have been a few buying a $300 bucket of potato slop for the
cases of individuals approaching others ‘end times’ or awaiting a new recession that
who talk of Going Galt and offering to should have happened any time now for
sell a place in their already established the past few years.
settlement for $20,000 to $50,000 up
The most malignant are those who
front. At best the purchasers get third tier would benefit from a lack of government.
prefabricated housing with no utilities and The people who want to discriminate
a bunch of angry neighbors squandering against others, the snake oil salesmen who
over recourses. At worse, they never see the doesn’t want to be held accountable for the

So let’s head down to the political mortuary,
open a refrigerator, fire up the bone saw and
cut up a political party.”
ELIOTT GONNELLA
Antelope columist

Elliot Gonnella is a
political columnist, critic
who considers himself
a political independent.
Read his column weekly in

print or online.
In this current election cycle, many
of us have heard or said quite frequently:
“Both parties suck, so I am going to vote
for a third one!”
While minor parties have always been
a part of the political process, they do tend
to get a bit more traction in the presidential
election season, and this year they seem to
be even more prevalent.
Third parties try to sound enticing
and alluring, but what do they really offer?
In that case, what would be better than a
dissection to see what exactly makes them
tick? So let’s head down to the political
mortuary, open a refrigerator, fire up the
bone saw and cut up a political party.
Today on the slab, we have the
Libertarian party. Arguably one of the
larger third parties in the American
political circus, and by the sounds of it
will bring in quite a few protest votes this
year. Libertarians claim that they are the
champions of personal freedom, fighting
against the oppressive government, and
standing against injustice. Best way I can
describe the mind frame of these people
is little/no government means the best for
everyone.
In truth, they are a thinly linked group
of hero-worshipers of a hack called Ayn
Rand. A little ironic considering Rand
preached objectivism (summed up as
“Greed is Good”) and spoke out against
libertarianism or at least what it has
become today.
However, if you were to ask 10 people
what libertarianism is, you would get
10 different answers. There is no truly
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lies he pushes on counterfeit medicine and
those who see rules only as an obstacle in
the way of profits. In their minds, they have
the freedom to be rich while others have
the liberty to suffer for their wealth.
The main flaw with this party, aside
from its skewed political beliefs, is that they
try to pander to so many different groups
that the message becomes muddled and
even more difficult to understand. That is
how we got this diseased carcass of a party
today. Autopsy is finished, now let’s put this
cadaver in the incinerator where it belongs.
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Honestly, you
couldn't really make
this stuff up

LIF

F

John Lewis is on Minnesota’s 2nd
Congressional District GOP ticket for the
2016 election. Lewis, who once degraded
Katrina victims as whiners because by
African standards they were wealthy,
said in one of his audiobooks: “In fact, if
you really want to be quite frank about it,
how does somebody else owning a slave
affect me? It doesn’t. If I don’t think it is
right, I won’t own one, and people always
say, ‘Well, if you don’t want to marry
somebody of the same sex, you don’t have
to, but why tell somebody else they can’t?’
Uh, you know if you don’t want to own a
slave, don’t. But don’t tell other people they
can’t.”
Lewis won a ticket for a major
political party arguing the ownership of
slaves compared to same-sex marriage...
Honestly, what joke could I make that

The Thompson Scholars Learning Community program wishes to recognize the following Thompson Scholar students for outstanding academic
achievement at UNK during the Spring 2016 term. These Thompson Scholars earned at least a 3.5 GPA while completing full-time enrollment
and were recognized on the UNK Dean’s List.

Spring 2016
Brianna Aden
Courtney Aitken
Courtney Allen
Katrina Anderson
Kyle Anderson
Morgan Arduser
Natasha Ashley
Taylor Axtell
Jordan Baker
Anastasia Barmina
Rachel Berreckman
Ian Bish
Brenna Braden
Jessica Bragg
Tristan Bruce
Julie Bruns
Veronica Bunach
Jacob Burrus

The Antelope wants to hear from
readers of all political affiliations this fall.
Email to fangmeierre@lopers.unk.
edu. We submit reader content to print or
online. You also may be able to join our
Antelope Speaks broadcast team to present
your political views.
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Recruitment success for Panhellenic
Jubilant Bid Day ends
4-day rush; Sororities
welcome137 new
members as Greek
Aug. 19 emotions ran high as sorority
members participating in the recruitment
held before classes began completed the
rush process and took new members into
the fold with signs and cheering during Bid
Day.
Before Bid Day, sororities “preference”
the chapters they would like to join. The
sororities also “preference” the women
they would like to join. Finally, a computer
matches up the sorority chapter and PNM
list.
On Bid Day, potential new members
find out what chapter they have been
matched with – each sorority has a special
event to welcome new members.

1

Photos UNK Communication

YOUR LIGHT COURSE LOAD IS

See more on campus website under
"NEWS"

HeAVIER THAN
YOU ThINK.

2

3

When you don’t take a full course load, you take longer to graduate—which means you can get weighed
down by things like growing debt and missed opportunities. That’s why the University of Nebraska
created Commit to Complete, a program to help you graduate sooner and with less student debt.

4
Photos by UNK Communications
1. Alpha Omicron Pi welcomes back recruitment counselors with a homemade sign
2. An excited new member runs to meet her brand new family
3.Wound up after a long week, Alpha Phi gets ready to welcome in new sisters
4. Hands high and voices loud, Gamma Phi Beta unites to bring in thrilled members
5. Women of Alpha Xi Delta show off their chants to the potential new memebers
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Learn the steps at CommitToComplete.com.
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Political autopsy: Dissecting the Libertarian

“

money or the man again. Not surprising
considering “Atlas Shrugged” said, “There
is one word that is forbidden in this valley:
the word 'give.’”
The second example I use to debunk
this political mindset is a time of American
history called The Gilded Age of 1870unified party that brings the individuals 1900. While it may sound like a great era,
together, though many notable speakers the term is used ironically by historians
of the supposed libertarian movement much like the term gilded cage. There were
are associated with the Republican Party dozens of serious problems with human
for a greater access to mainstream voters. rights, worker rights, and corruption.
Otherwise they run on an independent Accountability was masked with a thin
ticket for the purpose of promoting golden coat portrayed by the industrialist
themselves rather than their cause. Few tycoons. It was a great time for the rich:
besides the Paul family of con artists are unions were violently suppressed, no
members of the American
regulations
on
Libertarian Party.
quality or worker
The biggest tumor on safety
They may not have
and
the numbers a unified
the Libertarian party is monopolies were
party gives them access
If you
that it is a magnet for unchecked.
to, but these individuals
were a member
whack-jobs and scum.” of the working
claim that their way of
governance is not only the
class, good luck
best, but that the Founding
surviving
work
Fathers ordained it by falsifying quotes. without losing some part of your body
Let’s take a look at that idea: If there was no because of harsh demands and conditions
government, everybody would treat each for your miniscule paycheck. With almost
other well and unity between the people no government regulations, everyone here
would be certain.
was treated properly and with respect,
What shocks me is that people actually right?
believe this to be true.
The biggest tumor on the Libertarian
I could draw upon many examples party is that it is a magnet for whackto prove this, but I think two would be jobs and scum. For example, you have
best. The first is “John Galt Tax Evasion the South Park Republicans who are just
Settlements.” John Galt, a character in jerks for the sake of being jerks rather than
Rand’s book “Atlas Shrugged” destroys talking like mature adults. Much like the
society so he doesn’t have to pay taxes, and TV show it is named after, they just want
the term ‘Going Galt’ can best be summed to shake things up and run away without
up as moving to an isolated settlement to taking responsibility. You also have the
get away from the government.
Ron Paul followers who worship him and
These settlements are supposed to every word he says at face value without
be a libertarian utopia where people can much thought of what was actually said.
escape the big bad government (usually This usually relates to something about the
somewhere in South America if not the gold standard believers don’t understand:
Rocky Mountains). There have been a few buying a $300 bucket of potato slop for the
cases of individuals approaching others ‘end times’ or awaiting a new recession that
who talk of Going Galt and offering to should have happened any time now for
sell a place in their already established the past few years.
settlement for $20,000 to $50,000 up
The most malignant are those who
front. At best the purchasers get third tier would benefit from a lack of government.
prefabricated housing with no utilities and The people who want to discriminate
a bunch of angry neighbors squandering against others, the snake oil salesmen who
over recourses. At worse, they never see the doesn’t want to be held accountable for the

So let’s head down to the political mortuary,
open a refrigerator, fire up the bone saw and
cut up a political party.”
ELIOTT GONNELLA
Antelope columist

Elliot Gonnella is a
political columnist, critic
who considers himself
a political independent.
Read his column weekly in

print or online.
In this current election cycle, many
of us have heard or said quite frequently:
“Both parties suck, so I am going to vote
for a third one!”
While minor parties have always been
a part of the political process, they do tend
to get a bit more traction in the presidential
election season, and this year they seem to
be even more prevalent.
Third parties try to sound enticing
and alluring, but what do they really offer?
In that case, what would be better than a
dissection to see what exactly makes them
tick? So let’s head down to the political
mortuary, open a refrigerator, fire up the
bone saw and cut up a political party.
Today on the slab, we have the
Libertarian party. Arguably one of the
larger third parties in the American
political circus, and by the sounds of it
will bring in quite a few protest votes this
year. Libertarians claim that they are the
champions of personal freedom, fighting
against the oppressive government, and
standing against injustice. Best way I can
describe the mind frame of these people
is little/no government means the best for
everyone.
In truth, they are a thinly linked group
of hero-worshipers of a hack called Ayn
Rand. A little ironic considering Rand
preached objectivism (summed up as
“Greed is Good”) and spoke out against
libertarianism or at least what it has
become today.
However, if you were to ask 10 people
what libertarianism is, you would get
10 different answers. There is no truly
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lies he pushes on counterfeit medicine and
those who see rules only as an obstacle in
the way of profits. In their minds, they have
the freedom to be rich while others have
the liberty to suffer for their wealth.
The main flaw with this party, aside
from its skewed political beliefs, is that they
try to pander to so many different groups
that the message becomes muddled and
even more difficult to understand. That is
how we got this diseased carcass of a party
today. Autopsy is finished, now let’s put this
cadaver in the incinerator where it belongs.
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Honestly, you
couldn't really make
this stuff up

LIF

F

John Lewis is on Minnesota’s 2nd
Congressional District GOP ticket for the
2016 election. Lewis, who once degraded
Katrina victims as whiners because by
African standards they were wealthy,
said in one of his audiobooks: “In fact, if
you really want to be quite frank about it,
how does somebody else owning a slave
affect me? It doesn’t. If I don’t think it is
right, I won’t own one, and people always
say, ‘Well, if you don’t want to marry
somebody of the same sex, you don’t have
to, but why tell somebody else they can’t?’
Uh, you know if you don’t want to own a
slave, don’t. But don’t tell other people they
can’t.”
Lewis won a ticket for a major
political party arguing the ownership of
slaves compared to same-sex marriage...
Honestly, what joke could I make that

The Thompson Scholars Learning Community program wishes to recognize the following Thompson Scholar students for outstanding academic
achievement at UNK during the Spring 2016 term. These Thompson Scholars earned at least a 3.5 GPA while completing full-time enrollment
and were recognized on the UNK Dean’s List.

Spring 2016
Brianna Aden
Courtney Aitken
Courtney Allen
Katrina Anderson
Kyle Anderson
Morgan Arduser
Natasha Ashley
Taylor Axtell
Jordan Baker
Anastasia Barmina
Rachel Berreckman
Ian Bish
Brenna Braden
Jessica Bragg
Tristan Bruce
Julie Bruns
Veronica Bunach
Jacob Burrus

The Antelope wants to hear from
readers of all political affiliations this fall.
Email to fangmeierre@lopers.unk.
edu. We submit reader content to print or
online. You also may be able to join our
Antelope Speaks broadcast team to present
your political views.
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entertainment

news

Shining some light on new tanning
Nursing student sees
danger of fake bake while
other indoor tanners
oppose more goverment
regulation

LOVE THE

JIMMY
ACROSS

1 Pretty girl gets some food (4)

6 Language of old city belonging to the French
(4)

3 Fat little Edward is biased (12)

9 They'll get wrongly blamed for heading off
escape by animals (10)
10 There's potato in Mum's pudding (4)
12 Style of cooking providing contrasts (5-3-4)
15 Country-loving Irishman in charge of containing disturbance (9)
17 Giving note to terrorists makes one angry
(5)
18 One who latches on to another is a sucker
(5)
19 Sailor's intent perhaps is to be selfrestrained (9)
20 A comment sure upset in due proportion
(12)
24 Man told to get on his knees? (4)
25 Boundary rope may produce such a decision
(10)

KATTIE SADD
The Antelope Staff

DOWN

1 Came across a record concerning journalist
(10)

2 Animal found in sea location (4)
4 The First Lady touring Oklahoma will awaken
memories (5)
5 The thresholds of delights (9)
7 Heartless robbers go off with a pet. The
villains! (10)
8 Below, below, below (10)
11 Managed to get clergyman in dead awkward situation (12)
13 They are seeking work after demolition of
aspic plant (10)
14 Steam railway takes on head of Railtrack to
improve efficiency (10)

SERIOUS DELIVERY!

16 To perform in a different key, one's parts
must be arranged (9)
21 Went on horseback round cowboy show (5)
22 Junk mail from the capital (4)
23 Nothing but a lake (4)

26 E.g. dogs returning from walk (4)

TM

TO FIND THE LOCATION NEAREST
YOU VISIT JIMMYJOHNS.COM

disagree with a law like this, because I see
tanning comparatively to commercials that
support smoking. Encouraging people to
tan is equivalent to encouraging people to
smoke cigarettes.”

“

It was a reality
check for me
because I realized
that I was tanning
for the wrong
reasons and a
temporary boost
in self-esteem
was not worth the
consequences.”
/ Emily Fink

Proponents say indoor tanning is safer than tanning outdoors.
Dermatoligists say NO to excessive tanning.
CDC study concluded on average indoor tanners go about every
other week.
The total U.S. market for tanning exceeds $9 billion per year,
and does not include the $3 billion tanning products market.
Tanners say constant legislative hammering is decreasing
indoor tanning.

Though many recognize the negative
effects of indoor tanning, some research
shows there are also benefits from "fake
baking." According to healthguidance.org,
indoor tanning can be beneficial to the
body.
From helping
Video online @
with acne and
scarring
to
unkantelope com
increasing intake
of Vitamin D,
which is said
to actually help prevent certain cancers,
Health Guidance says there are several
positives that come with indoor tanning.
Senior, sports management major,
Emily Carlson says she disagrees with
the federal government trying to regulate
indoor tanning.
“I tan regularly, but I do not get
regular skin checks to make sure I don’t
have any irregular moles or spots that are
concerning. I don’t think the government
should be able to set more regulations
on indoor tanning. It is up to the person

This Day in History

.

tanning to make sure they get regular
check ups on their skin.”
There are several pros and cons that
come from indoor tanning, and no matter
what the federal governement chooses to
do, people will always
hold their own opinons
on this issue.
Tanning laws vary
by state, but at least 42
states and D.C. currently
regulate tanning in some
way.
Thirteen states and one territory
(California, Delaware, District of
Columbia, Hawaii, Illinois, Louisiana,
Minnesota, Nevada, New Hampshire,
North Carolina, Oregon, Texas, Vermont
and Washington) ban the use of ultraviolet
tanning devices by anyone under 18.
To learn more opinions on this topic,
go to unkantelope.com, and click on
the link to wach Kattie Sadd, interview
students on campus about these new
tanning regulations.

Infographic by Rachael Fangmeier

An earthquake near Charleston, South Carolina, on this day in 1886 leaves more than 100 people
dead and hundreds of buildings destroyed. This was the largest recorded earthquake in the history of
the southeastern United States. The total damage was in excess of $5.5 million (about $112 million
in today’s money). Still, a quake of this magnitude remains highly unlikely in this location. For more
information, please visit History Channel's website.
http://www.history.com/this-day-in-history/earthquake-shakes-charleston-south-carolina

©2016 JIMMY JOHN’S FRANCHISE, LLC ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

http://www.postandcourier.com/storyimage/CP/20110831/PC1602/308319936/AR/0/AR-308319936.jpg&maxw=400&q=90?ver=201203232202
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At the end of 2015, the FDA was
contemplating new rules that would
regulate indoor tanning for adults 18 years
and older.
If these rules are transformed to bills
and then passed as laws, it could mean the
FDA would regulate how often one was
able to use an indoor tanning bed.
Does this mean anything for Kearney,
Nebraska residents? Manager of popular
tanning facility Sun Tan City says there are
many risks from indoor tanning devices.
Using sunlamp products such as
indoor tanning beds or booths exposes you
to ultraviolet (UV) radiation and increases
your risk of eye injury, skin damage, and
skin cancer—including melanoma, the
deadliest type of skin cancer, according to
FDA.gov.
Junior Emily Fink, a nursing major,
has strong emotions when this topic comes
up. “I have no room to judge anyone
else for tanning because I used to do it
myself. However, I learned my lesson my
senior year, when I had to get several precancerous moles removed.”
Fink continues, “Although I don’t have
a strong standing on this topic, I wouldn’t

★ JIMMYJOHNS.COM ★

27 Not quite one's best friend on the ship (6,4)
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More than 28 million Americans estimated to use tanning beds.

by Madeline Maloley

by Rachael Fangmeier
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Koziol wins Best Warrior event
Koziol counts his family, N.G. sponsor Sgt. Kurt Ruh, team
leader as biggest supporters during competitions

is not something that happens very
often.”
Koziol dreamed of joining
the military to follow in the footsteps
of family members.
“I’ve always been very patriotic.
I love my country. I’ve had a lot of
family members who were in the
military,” he said. “I just wanted to
take my turn and serve my country.”
Growing up, Koziol spent time
at Fort Knox in Kentucky visiting an
uncle who served in the military.
“As a young kid that inspired
me,” he said.
After graduating from high
school in 2013, Koziol attended
infantry school and airborne school

Photo Courtesy U.S. Army
Army Sgt. Calvin Koziol, an Infantryman with Charlie Company, 1-134th Cavalry
Squadron, Nebraska Army National Guard, negotiates through the obstacle course in the
2016 Army National Guard Best Warrior Competition at Camp Edwards on Joint Base
Cape Cod.
SARA GIBONEY
UNK Communications

The Army National Guard Best
Warrior Competition stresses competitors
physically and mentally.
A grueling three-day test of military
skills, its lineup of events includes a 14mile road march carrying a 50-pound ruck
sack, 5-mile run, battle drills, weapons
test, land navigation, interviews, first aid
casualty care, essay writing and more.
Calvin Koziol mastered them all,
winning the competition in June to
become the National Guard Soldier of
the Year. Koziol, 21, of Albion, is the first
Nebraska National Guard soldier to win
the competition, hosted in Massachusetts.
“The most challenging part of the
competition was the mental tasks, like the
board questions. You never know what
they’re going to ask you, so you have to
be on top of your game,” said Koziol, a
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junior exercise major at the University of
Nebraska at Kearney. “It’s rapid fire. You’ve
got to be mentally prepared for that.”
Koziol competed against six others
in the national competition. The physical
events came naturally to Koziol. A former
high school cross country runner and
baseball player, he has continued to make
physical fitness a priority.
“It’s a pretty surreal feeling.
It’s a humbling feeling to know
that you’re called the best
in the nation,” he said.
“I received a lot of
support throughout
the whole process.
To
bring
something
like that back
home to a
little town
like Albion,
Nebraska,

before starting classes at UNK in the
spring of 2014. Koziol is an infantryman
and parachutist with Charlie Company,
1-134 Long Range Surveillance in Beatrice.
He earned his sergeant’s stripes earlier this
spring and has 10 parachute jumps to his
credit.
“Initially, I thought about doing active
duty. But I wanted to go to school, so I
chose the guard,” he said. “I just knew I
wanted to train as hard as I could and be
the best soldier I could be.”
Koziol competed in the National
Guard’s Best Warrior competition at the
state level at the Greenlief Training Site in
Hastings in April, regional level at Nickell
Barracks Training Site in Salina, Kan., in
May and national level at Camp Edwards
Military Base in Buzzards Bay, Mass., in
June.
Koziol counts his family, National
Guard sponsor Sgt. Kurt Ruh and team
leader as his biggest supporters during the
competitions.
After he graduates from UNK, Koziol
wants to be a physical therapist.
“I like being able to serve the country
and have a civilian tie as well,” Kozial
said. “There’s pretty good camaraderie
in your unit and you train for inevitable,
but you also have your civilian career.
You can go to school and you have your
family life.”
Photo Courtesy U.S. Army
Koziol was named the 2016 Army
National Guard Soldier of the Year at the
end of the competition, which tested
competitors on a variety of tactical
and technical skills over a
physically and mentally
demanding three
days.
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WINNERS DIVE IN FOR SKYDIVING PRIZE

Photo by Todd Rundstrom
ABOVE: Eating cupcakes surrounded by the cheering crowd at Destination Downtown Aug. 25, Brady Przymus, a Columbus
freshman from Randall Hall and Cody Mueller, a Mitchell freshman from Mantor Hall, wait for the winning results, and display their
prize: two skydiving tickets. On the putting green in front of Shopping Tripps, students played for gift baskets. International student
freshmen from South Korea Yongjun Kang from CTE (gray sweater and dark gray pants) and Han Bit Kim, (UNK sweatshirt and
shorts) joined the community celebration.
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Horray!
Hmm...
Horrible.

Beyonce walks away from
awards with 8 VMA's

Gene Wilder passes
away at age 83

Ryan Lochte confirmed
as DWTS season 23
contestant

Italy in aftermath of 6.2
earthquake that struck
Wednesday

King penguin is
knighted by King of
Norway

LBGT homeless shelter
to open early 2017
thanks to estate fund
from Bea Arthur

by Madeline Maloley

